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Abstract  Objective: Develop a representation of clinical observations and actions and a method of processing free-text patient documents to facilitate applications such as quality assurance.

Design: The Linguistic String Project (LSP) system of New York University utilizes syntactic analysis, augmented by a sublanguage grammar and an information structure that are specific to the clinical narrative, to map free-text documents into a database for querying.

Measurements: Information precision (I-P) and information recall (I-R) were measured for queries for the presence of 13 asthma-health-care quality assurance criteria in a database generated from 59 discharge letters.

Results: I-P, using counts of major errors only, was 95.7% for the 28-letter training set and 98.6% for the 31-letter test set. I-R, using counts of major omissions only, was 93.9% for the training set and 92.5% for the test set.


The attention currently being given to the computer-based patient record adds impetus to the development of representational structures for clinical data. It is hoped that standardized structures can be developed to serve as a framework for combining patient data from multiple sources. In the evolution of computerized patient record systems, the controversy between free text and preset categories for recording patient data has not been resolved. The need for standards pushes toward preset categories and controlled vocabularies, while the need for expressive power, so as not to distort the patient data, speaks for allowing some amount of free-text reporting. A compromise that is not compromising is called for. It is the aim of this paper to show that the techniques of linguistic analysis and natural-language processing (NLP) can contribute to this effort.

Within medical informatics there has been a long-standing concern with medical language. In a 1973 review, Pratt (then chief of the Computer Research Branch at the National Institutes of Health) emphasized that the data underlying the patient care process "are in the large majority nonnumeric in form and are formulated almost exclusively within the constructs of natural language... The data are language data." These constructs were identified as both syntactic and semantic, and were important in the development of the multifaceted Systemized Nomenclature of Pathology (SNOP), later SNOMED, now SNOMED International (SNOMED III). The possibility of automatically encoding pathology diagnostic statements into the SNOP code was successfully demonstrated by the operation of the encoder developed at the NIH. Work has continued on automated indexing from natural-language clinical documents into SNOMED and International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes by researchers in Europe, Canada, and the United States, in part collaboratively.

Interest in unifying the medical vocabularies of different medical knowledge sources in order to facilitate the use of knowledge resources across information systems led to the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) initiative of the National Library of Medicine. The UMLS Metathesaurus is intended to be a lexical framework for this integration.
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sions to the UMLS Metathesaurus for more complete coverage of clinical vocabulary are under way, for example, to include laboratory terminology. In addition, there are experiments in applying statistical procedures to massive text files in order to establish semantic relationships among natural-language expressions in free-text documents and in established vocabularies and there exists a system of deeply coded word strings to match against free-text patient documents.

It is not easy to separate the activity of classifying the words and phrases characteristic of a discipline (its free-text vocabulary) from a consideration of the structures that the words and phrases are part of, or from the tasks to which the resultant structured vocabulary is to be applied. The issues are yet more complex when instead of speaking of "information," seen as more closely tied to factual reports of named observables, the topic becomes "knowledge" with its penumbra of generalizations, models, and inference procedures, related to human intellectual tasks that draw upon all of these. Medical informatics, from early in its evolution, was concerned with these issues and contributed pioneering systems of knowledge-based medical decision support. The development of important clinical knowledge bases such as QMR, DxpLain, and the knowledge base in the HELP system has posed the question of the sharing and "re-use" of these resources with, as one approach, the adoption of a common "interlingua," using frames as the formalism.

If we restrict our discussion to clinical information (not medical knowledge in the broader sense), that is, to the facts about patients and the care given them, such as would reside in a database to be used for quality assessment or for clinical research, then the problem of finding a representational framework is perhaps tractable. One approach is to base the representation on the categories and structures used explicitly and implicitly in the documents that physicians have traditionally used to report these facts. The language of clinical reporting is stylized with regard to both the division of content into document subsections and the types of sentences to be found in each subsection. Aside from the few sentences or subsections that describe the medical reasoning behind decisions, the connections among sentences are for the most part either of the "and" type, i.e., one finding after another, as in the physical examination (objective) subsections, or of the implicit or stated "and then" type, as in the history (subjective) and course subsections of many hospital discharge summaries. A number of other connectives (e.g., with, secondary to) play significant roles.

What is described here is a representation of clinical observations and actions and a method of processing free-text patient documents that make use of the inherent regularities in the language of clinical reporting. Documents are analyzed sentence by sentence into instances of the representation and mapped into a database for querying. By using a database as the final repository we make possible a test of the efficacy of the representation by incorporating the processor into an application (quality assurance) whose results can be evaluated by trained medical reviewers.

A Theoretical Basis for Language Processing

In the 1960s the National Science Foundation and other agencies sponsored basic research in language and information as the basis for information systems of the future. It was anticipated at that time that automated language analysis would provide the bridge between users and the stored knowledge they needed. The first step was understood to be a parser for a broad segment of the English language. The Linguistic String Project (LSP) at New York University produced such a parser, along with a programming language for natural-language grammars and a comprehensive computer grammar of English. A necessary supplement to syntactic analysis, in order to arrive at a representation of the specific information in a text or query, is a method of determining the semantic categories of the discourse. The linguist Z. Harris provided a basis for developing the relevant categories and relations in technical and scientific subject matters when he posited the existence of "sublanguage grammars," later developed more fully. Briefly, the additional constraints (over and above the grammatical rules of a language) on what constitutes an acceptable sentence within an established discipline can be formulated in a sublanguage grammar for that discipline (e.g. ions enter the cell but not The cell enters ions; rules that exclude the latter would be part of the sublanguage grammar of cell physiology). The sublanguage method has proved productive in the design and development of a number of natural-language information systems.

Subsequent work, in particular on medical sublanguages, has shown that data structures ("information formats") corresponding to the main statement types of a sublanguage can be defined. The statement types are based on recurring patterns of sublanguage (here medical) word-class co-occurrence in syntactic relations (e.g., a symptom word with a body-part word or phrase as modifier: epigastric pain, pain in right lower quadrant). While these patterns do not reflect nuances of usage, which may be very
important in some contexts, they do reflect what is most usual and hence most relevant for review and comparison with information from other sources. The information-formatting program of the LSP, which operates with the rules of a sublanguage grammar, i.e., with regularly occurring categories in their syntactic combinations, misses some details but on the whole converts the free-text information into a structured form with reasonable and consistent results.44

Medical areas of study and/or computer applications using the LSP system have included radiology (oncology follow-up, nuclear medicine reports),49 pharmacology (literature),52 sickle-cell disease,56 pneumonia, bacterial meningitis,57 anatomic pathology,58 rheumatoid arthritis,59 digestive surgery,60 and asthma. Experience with this variety of medical language material has shown us that the principles of sublanguage analysis apply. Each medical discipline or subdiscipline expresses its content in relatively stereotyped sentence types based on its specialized word usage. We found that clinical summaries (admission histories, discharge summaries, reports of clinic visits, letters to referring physicians) were constructed in large part of the same gross stereotypical sentence types. As a result, the medical sublanguage grammar and the medical word classification scheme (Fig. 3, below), have remained stable over a range of clinical areas, and the lexicon that is coded with respect to these classes has required little modification except additions in moving from one disease area to another. If a detailed analysis is desired for the reports of particular tests and procedures (EKG, EEG, etc.), then further refinement of the statement types and of the word classes appearing in these statement types will be needed. This overall uniformity of linguistic structure down to the level of semantic relevance is what in effect makes medical language processing possible.

Representation of Clinical Narrative in the LSP System

The Basic Data Structure

As a data structure an Information Format (I-F) is a template for holding the words of a sentence (or sentence-part) that corresponds to a statement type of the sublanguage. Figure 1 shows a clinical sentence analyzed into I-F occurrences of the patient state type, the most commonly occurring one in clinical documents. The slots of the template are in capital letters and the words of the sentence are in bold italics, followed by the medical lexical classes of the word(s) in the slot. Only the instantiated slots of the template appear in Figure 1; those not filled by sentence words are absent. The complete patient state I-F, labeled I-F5, is shown in Figure 2. The I-Fs are much the same as those previously described,44 as are the medical lexical classes, which are listed and illustrated in Figure 3.

In Figure 1, Part A, the tree-like structure of an I-F and of the connective structure relating instantiated I-Fs in a sentence is indicated by indentation. The sentence in Figure 1, “This 29 year old girl who is known to be asthmatic for 15 years presented with a 4 day history of steadily increasing exertional wheezy dyspnoea with a cough productive of green sputum” contains three instances of the patient state I-F (I-F5) in the connective relation illustrated diagrammatically in Part B of Figure 1, where only the contents of the sign-symptom (S-S) slot and the diagnosis (diag) slot of each I-F5 are shown.

A difference between the instantiated patient state I-F (Fig. 1) and the uninstantiated patient state I-F (Fig. 2) is the presence in Figure 1 of the time unit, not shown in Figure 2. Modifiers of the types negation, modal (uncertainty) and time, which can apply to any statement, are defined as separate modifier units and inserted into the instantiated I-F to which they apply before loading to a relational database. In the case where the connective contains a negative or uncertainty word (or word-part) that applies to its argument (e.g., “without”), a procedure removes the negative or uncertainty portion from the connective and creates a negation or modal modifier node in the I-F of the argument (e.g., in effect, “without complication” → “with no complication”). The same holds true in the (rare) case where the embedding phrase of an embedded-object contains the negative or uncertainty-marker (e.g., in effect, “It is suspected that the patient is a substance abuser” → “It is that the patient is a suspected substance abuser”).

On the whole there is almost a 1:1 correspondence between the main medical lexical classes (Fig. 3) and the similarly named slots of the I-F. In this case the syntactic procedures serve mainly to check on the validity of the segmentation into informational units and their expansion (around conjunctions) to form complete units, to correctly assign negation and uncertainty markers, and to identify time expressions for further processing.51 52

Some slots, however, require in addition special computations involving both the syntax and the medical lexical attributes of text expressions. These computations can be packaged into macros associated with the I-F slot. An example is the influence slot of the patient state I-F. It is intended to capture expressions that describe conditions affecting the manifes-
tation of symptoms. Several types are recognized. The main ones are composed as follows:

1. Certain (mainly time) prepositions or subordinate conjunctions + expressions of the H-PTFUNC type (normal physiologic function), forming a modifier of H-INDIC (symptom): epigastric pain after eating; chest pain on exertion; tightness in the chest at rest;

2. A change word H-CHANGE having subattribute MORE or LESS + expressions of the H-PTFUNC type, forming a modifier of H-INDIC: chest pain increasing with exercise; nausea decreased by lying down;

3. A response word H-RESP + expressions of the H-PTFUNC type, forming a modifier of H-INDIC: pain relieved by resting; cramps eased by exercise.

Notice with regard to type 3 that pain relieved by nitroglycerine would be treated differently from pain relieved by resting, because nitroglycerine as a medication word H-TTMED requires a treatment I-F; this occurrence is represented as a compound treatment-response I-F via a relation (see Fig. 4. below).

The Larger Schema

Figure 4 shows schematically, in a form based on the entity-relationship (E-R) data model, the main types of medical facts (in linguistic terms: medical statement types) that occur in clinical documents, and their associated medical lexical (“atomic”) attributes. The medical lexical attributes of the data model in Figure 4 are the same as the medical lexical classes

A. COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR HISTORY SENTENCE

*SID=GLCBA 002B.1.01
* THIS 29 YEAR OLD GIRL WHO IS KNOWN TO BE ASTHMATIC FOR 15 YEARS PRESENTED
* WITH A 4 DAY HISTORY OF STEADILY INCREASING EXERTIONAL WHEEZY DYSPNOEA
* WITH A COUGH PRODUCTIVE OF GREEN SPUTUM.

(CONNECTIVE (REL-CLAUSE (CONN = 'who'))
 (CONNECTIVE (RELATION (CONN = 'with' (H-CONN))))
 (I-F5: PATIENT STATE
 (PSTATE-SUBJ (PT = this 29 (QNUMBER) year (NUNIT NTIME1) old (H-AGE) girl (H-PT)))
 (VERB = presented (H-PTVERB) with)
 (TIME (TM-PERIOD = a history (H-TMPER))
 (Q-N (NUM = 4 (QNUMBER))
 (UNIT = day (NUNIT NTIME1))))
 (TENSE = [PAST])
 (PSTATE-DATA (S-S = of exertional (H-PTFUNC) wheezy (H-INDIC) dyspnoea (H-INDIC))
 (QUANT = steadily increasing (H-CHANGE (MORE))))

(I-F5: PATIENT STATE
 (PSTATE-DATA (S-S = a cough (H-INDIC) productive of (OF) green sputum (H-INDIC))))

(CONNECTIVE (EMBEDDED (CONN = [EMBEDDED-OBJ]))
 (I-FOO: SENTENTIAL OPERATOR
 (VERB = is (VBE) known)
 (TENSE = [PRESENT]))

(I-F5: PATIENT STATE
 (PSTATE-SUBJ (PT = girl (H-PT)))
 (VERB = be (VBE))
 (PSTATE-DATA (DIAG = asthmatic (H-DIAG))
 (TIME (TPREPI = for (FOR))
 (Q-N (NUM = 15 (QNUMBER))
 (UNIT = years (NUNIT NTIME1))))))))

B. CONNECTIVE STRUCTURE DIAGRAMMATICALLY

```
who
  /      |
 /      |
 [EMBEDDED-OBJ]

I-F5: exertional
     wheezy dyspnoea
     (S-S)

I-F5: cough productive of green sputum
      (S-S)

I-FOO: is known

I-F5: asthmatic
     (DIAG)
```
Fig. 2 The complete uninstanitated patient state Information-Format (I-F5). PSTATE-SUBJ holds the underlying medical subject of the reported observation. PSTATE-DATA contains the predicate (finding) about the medical subject. Nonmedical subjects and verbs default to SUBJECT and VERB. METHOD contains the procedure or physical examination test (if stated) that gives rise to the finding. PRECISIONS holds additional medical modifiers and INST holds mentions of institutional personnel or departments (not proper names).

(Fig. 3) used by the LSP system to arrive at the analysis of clinical documents.

The E-R model diagram does not fully display the internal structure of I-Fs, which in the E-R model are represented as fact types. What the E-R diagram shows is that the statement of a medical fact (MEDICAL FACT box in Fig. 4), whether of the CLINICAL, LABORATORY, TREATMENT, or RESPONSE subtype, is composed of a subject and a predicate (SUBJECT and PREDICATE boxes), each of which has associated with it a set of atomic attributes, which are listed in attached boxes. The SUBJECT may be physically absent in the statement being modeled, but if so, it is implicit.

In the E-R diagram, the MEDICAL FACT as a whole carries the evidential attributes (H-NEG, H-MODAL) and all the temporal attributes (H-TMXXXX), seen in a box at the lower left attached to the MEDICAL FACT box. This reflects the fact that evidential and temporal modifiers can occur on any type of clinical statement. In an occurrence of a CLINICAL FACT type, a PROCEDURE may be mentioned as the source of the finding; this may be a physical examination procedure H-TXCLIN, e.g., "auscultation," or other procedure H-TXPROC, e.g., "x-ray," as indicated by the upper left PROCEDURE box with its associated atomic attributes.

The report of a laboratory fact (LABORATORY FACT box) is characterized by the description of a test (TEST box) with its associated attributes (H-TXSPEC, H-TXVAR, H-PTSPEC, H-ORG) shown in the box attached to the TEST box. These attributes are the names of the lexical classes that distinguish the laboratory statement type from others. The TREATMENT FACT type is likewise distinguished from other statement types by the lexical classes ("atomic attributes") shown in the box attached to the TREATMENT FACT box, and similarly for the RESPONSE FACT type.

While the four subtypes (CLINICAL, LABORATORY, TREATMENT, RESPONSE) of MEDICAL FACT seen in the E-R diagram correspond to the main I-Fs of the LSP language processor, the further subtyping in the E-R diagram has a different significance. The CLINICAL FACT type is subtyped according to the paragraph structure of the documents being processed; I-F occurrences are labeled in the database as to which
paragraph they occurred in. Shown in Figure 4, to illustrate, are subtypes corresponding to several named paragraphs frequently found in discharge summaries: DIAGNOSIS, HISTORY, physical examination. This information may be important for a user, e.g., the different evidential standing of a finding reported in the history versus one established by physical examination.

Subtypes of the TREATMENT FACT type correspond to linguistic differences between statements describing general medical management (GEN), surgery (SURG), medication (MEDS), and "complementary" treatments (COMP) such as bedrest, physiotherapy, etc. An example of a linguistic difference among TREATMENT FACT subtypes is the presence of dosage expressions in the MEDS subtype.

### The LSP System

#### System Architecture

The LSP information-formatting program is composed of five modules that operate in sequence on each successive sentence of the document, as illustrated in Figure 5. Equipped with a sublanguage dictionary and grammar, the program determines what statement types are present in a given sentence, creates the appropriate information formats and con-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEDICAL CLASSES</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXAMPLES IN ENGLISH AND FRENCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*** PATIENT AREA ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-PT</td>
<td>words referring to patient</td>
<td>she, le patient, elle, Mme XXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-PTAREA</td>
<td>anatomical area</td>
<td>edge, left, surface, rebord, gauche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-PTFUNC</td>
<td>physiological function</td>
<td>BP, TA, appetite, tonalité, digestif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-PTLOC</td>
<td>location relation</td>
<td>radiating, localité, irradiant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-PTMEAS</td>
<td>anatomical measure</td>
<td>height, size, corpulence, taille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-PTPART</td>
<td>body part</td>
<td>arm, liver, bras, foie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-PTPALP</td>
<td>palpated body part</td>
<td>abdomen, liver, foie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-PTSPEC</td>
<td>specimen from patient</td>
<td>blood, sang, urine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-PTVERB</td>
<td>verb with patient subject</td>
<td>complaints of, se plaint de, subi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| *** TEST / EXAM *** |
| H-TXCLIN        | clinical exam, action | auscultation |
| H-TXPROC        | examination procedure | ultrason, gastroscopic |
| H-TXSPEC        | test of specimen | urine analysis |
| H-TXVAR         | test variable | glucose, GB, sédiment |

| *** TREATMENT AREA *** |
| H-RTGEN         | general medical management | follow-up, soins, consultation |
| H-RTTM       | treatment by medication | aspirine, clamoxyl |
| H-RTFREQ       | frequency of medication | bid |
| H-RTMODE       | mode of administration | IM, IV |
| H-RTCIR        | surgical procedures | hysterecomy, cholécystecomie |
| H-RTCOC        | complementary treatments | bedrest, repos, physiothérapie |

| *** TIME AREA *** |
| H-TMBEG        | beginning | machines, développe, apparition |
| H-TMEND        | termination | discontinue, arrêt, stopper |
| H-TMPER        | duration | persistent, constant |
| H-TMRPRE       | repetition | habituelle, intermittent |
| H-TMRF         | time preposition | during, après, avant, depuis |
| H-TMLOC        | location in time | recent, actuelle, déjà, post-op |

| *** RESULT AREA *** |
| H-AMT           | amount or degree | much, totale, severe, tout à fait |
| H-BEH           | behavior | works, studies, travaille |
| H-_DIAG         | diagnosis | diabetes mellitus |
| H-INDIC         | disease indicator word | fever, swelling, pain, thrombose |
| H-NORMAL        | non-problematical | within normal limits, bon état, simple |
| H-ORG           | organization | saphph |
| H-TXRES         | test/exam result word | positif |
| H-RESP          | patient response | relief |
| H-CHANGE        | indication of change | augmenté, diminution |

| *** EVIDENTIAL AREA *** |
| H-NEG           | negation of finding | no, non, ne pas, jamais |
| H-MODAL         | uncertainty of finding | évoquer, probable, suspicion, semble |

| *** CONNECTIVE AREA *** |
| H-BECO           | classifier verb | is (a), est (un) |
| H-CON           | P/V/ADJ/N connects two I-F's | due to, secondaire à |
| H-SHOW           | V connects test and result | show, confirme, montre |
nnective relations, and maps the words of the sentence into the resulting structures. The LSP system for medical documents now operates in English, French, and (at the level of a PhD thesis) German.34 The type of grammar used made it relatively straightforward to move the system from English to neighboring languages. The medical portions of the system carried over with almost no change.35–37

Currently the base dictionaries for the English and French versions of the LSP medical language processing system, exclusive of non-LSP supplemental sources, each contain about 10,000 words. The process of adding words to the LSP English medical dictionary is partially automated, drawing upon two large dictionaries of English words and a medical morphology program that codes the latinized words according to their internal composition.38 Syntactic analysis of input sentences in cooperation with lexical selection rules determine the boundaries of individual fact units and the choice of appropriate I-Fs for successive sentences of input documents.

Referring to Figure 5, the first module parses the sentence into its grammatical components using a grammar that embodies syntactic structures and constraints.32 The second module filters out alternative syntactic analyses that are not semantically correct based on established patterns of medical word-class combination (medical co-occurrence patterns or “selection lists”). The third (transformation) module makes every conjunctual substatement complete (e.g., by expanding pain in epigastrium and right lower quadrant to pain in epigastrium and pain in right lower quadrant) and also in other ways reduces syntactic variation. Regularization treats the connective structure, turning the whole into Polish notation. Finally, the formatting module places sentence words into the appropriate slots of the I-Fs and prepares the output for mapping into the current database structure.

While the output of the information-formating program is in the form of tree structures, each infor-

**Figure 4** Schematic overview of the types of medical facts seen in patient documents and their associated lexical (“atomic”) attributes. The CLINICAL FACT subtypes are distinguished by the paragraph they occur in: EXAM, DIAG, LAB, HISTORY. The TREATMENT FACT type is subdivided into general medical management (GEN), surgery (SURG), medications (MEDS), and all other therapies (complementary). An instance of a TREATMENT FACT is often coupled to a RESPONSE FACT via a RESPONSE RELATION, e.g. Much improved on penicillamine 750 mg daily.
Figure 5 Schematic of the LSP language processor showing the five linguistic modules that transform the free-text input into Information-Format trees, which are then mapped to a database.

R e l a t i o n a l  d b m s

Linguistic String Project
MEDICAL LANGUAGE PROCESSOR

(EMPTY) if the row passes all tests;
N if there is a potential Negative problem;
I if the row is semantically ill-formed (wrong type word in field);
M if there is a potential Modal problem (modal = uncertainty);
F if there was a processing Failure (the whole sentence is in the TEXTPLUS field).

Rows with a non-empty quality assessment field are not loaded into the database; the sentences with such problems are rerun using a modified parsing procedure that recovers well-formed rows from analyzable parts of sentences. All the original text material is in the database, either analyzed or in TEXTPLUS.
Quality assessment of potential database rows corresponding to an input sentence involves the lexical attributes of the words in the sentence and the fields of the database where these words should appear, given their particular lexical attributes. Thus, if a sentence contains a word with a negative attribute (H-NEG), then at least one of the rows derived from the sentence must have the NEG field filled, otherwise all rows derived from this sentence are marked N. Similarly, a sentence with an uncertainty word (H-MODAL) must give rise to a filled MODAL field or all its rows are marked M. A potential database row is marked I if any field contains a word with a lexical attribute that is not permitted in that field, for example, a symptom word H-INDIC in a QUANT field. The mark F, as noted above, applies to sentences for which no analysis was obtained.

While the NIMF program detects errors of wrong placement of words in database fields, it cannot detect an omission. Thus, in the case where a negation should be distributed over several conjoined phrases (e.g., "no nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea"), there is no test to assure that the NEG field is filled in all the rows created for phrases within the scope of the negation. Such a test would have to employ a language processor more powerful than the one being tested. In the LSP case, a very large emphasis has been placed on the development of the syntactic component, especially concerning conjunctions. Manual check of the processing results for all sentences containing negative or uncertainty words in a number of data sets has shown that most of the problems of these types are signaled by the NIMF program.

The recovery procedure uses segment parsing, a technique similar to the barrier-word method and to procedures used in some other systems. If the

---

**Figure 6** Excerpts from the standard report generated for a run of documents through the LSP system, shown here for the set of 59 asthma discharge letters used in the experiment described in the text.
Table 1

Checklist of Important Details of Asthma Management*

1. Therapy before admission
2. Time since asthma well controlled
3. Admission
   a. Pulse
   b. Peak flow
   c. Abnormal findings
   d. Chest X-ray
   e. Blood gases
4. Treatment given including oxygen
5. Discharge
   a. Peak flow rate
   b. Result of repeat blood gases, if done
6. Arrangements at discharge
   a. Prednisolone dose and duration
   b. Long-term therapy
   c. Review arrangements

*The features of asthma management that were translated into SQL queries and applied to a database generated by the LSP system from 59 asthma discharge letters. Prepared by Dr. Christine Bucknall, Department of Respiratory Medicine, Glasgow Royal Infirmary.

After each run of a document set, the LSP generates a report of the processing. An excerpt from a report of the processing of the 59 discharge summaries in this study (reprocessed as one set) is shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6, section C in the left column shows the results of the LSP language processor before removal of some sentences for reprocessing. Section D in the left column shows the results of NIMF monitoring that selects sentences for reprocessing. Sections A through F in the right column show the results of reprocessing the selected sentences using segment parsing. Sentences that fail the NIMF monitoring after segment parsing are reviewed manually.

Medical Applications

Over the past four years a joint project of the LSP group and the Centre d’Informatique Hospitalier of the Hôpital Cantonal Universitaire de Genève (HCUG) has had as its goal the utilization of patient documents as a source of new clinical knowledge. HCUG has had for many years an integrated hospital information system DIOGENE.61 Online text capture in DIOGENE is currently functioning in the departments of digestive surgery and internal medicine. The LSP system was adapted to operate on French-language discharge letters to produce a database of all the facts reported in discharge letters. When in full operation this will allow correlations among clinical findings to be investigated statistically and permit hypothesis development concerning the effects of different therapies to be explored prior to a prospective study.50

From early in LSP development, it seemed to us that medical quality assurance was an area that would benefit from the use of medical language processing.62 One of the first experiments in applying the system to clinical narrative (hospital discharge summaries) was to program retrieval queries following the Performance Evaluation Procedure (PEP) of the Joint Commission for the Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH), now the Joint Commission for the Accreditation of Health Care Organizations (JCAHO), to operate on LSP-analyzed discharge summaries.46 For the 99 items answered by retrievals and independently by a physician reviewer, there was 91% agreement.

The investigation reported here in the area of quality assurance63 utilizes a checklist of important details of asthma management, developed and used by Bucknall et al. of Glasgow Royal Infirmary (GRI)44,65 (Table 1). Dr. Bucknall used this checklist in reviewing pa-
$ DOCUMENT CB07 $

$$ DOB $$
Born 00/00/33.

$$ HISTORY $$
This 57 year woman with severe and steroid dependent asthma was admitted with an acute exacerbation which came on 48 hours before admission when she started coughing up green sputum. She has been attending the Respiratory Department for many years and is well known to Dr YYY and staff. In 00/09/90 she had local excision of an intraduct carcinoma of the left breast. Axillary nodes were clear. She is currently on Tamoxifen. Drugs on admission: Tamoxifen 20 mg daily, Nifedipine retard 10 mg bd, Duvent and Bescfort inhalers, Prednisolone 10 mg daily and Bendrofluazide.

$$ EXAMINATION $$
She was cushingoid and breathless with a pulse of 100, BP 150/100. She had reduced air entry and widespread wheezes. The peak flow could not be recorded. Blood gases on high flow oxygen (8 l/min) were H+ 33, PCO2 5.0, bicarb 28, PO2 24.7. The chest x-ray showed some increased shadowing at the left base.

$$ INVESTIGATION & PROGRESS $$
She was treated with antibiotics, increased steroids and nebulised bronchodilators. She made a gradual but slow recovery. Her peak flow took 48 hours to come up to 100 and her best peak flow was 220 at discharge. While on the ward she complained of persistent lumbar back pain. A lumbar spine x-ray and isotope bone scan failed to reveal any abnormality and her local discomfort was probably due to persistent coughing.

$$ DISCHARGE $$
Discharged 11/04/91. The drugs on discharge: Tamoxifen 20 mg daily, Nifedipine Retard 10 bd, Prednisolone 20 mg daily, Bendrofluazide 5 mg daily, Theophylline 250 mg at night, Co-Codamol. She will be seen again in the Respiratory Clinic in two weeks.

Figure 7 A sample patient document from the Glasgow Royal Infirmary after preprocessing for input to the LSP system.

tient records, and used a questionnaire with home visit to assess outcome. Use of the LSP system was initiated to see if computer analyses of asthma discharge letters (or summaries) could provide data needed to convert the periodic evaluation process to a continuous medical audit.

Document Processing

A typical discharge letter from GRI with some preprocessing steps already completed is shown in Figure 7. Before the documents were entered into the computer, a series of operations was applied to the text to indicate uniformity in:

1. Paragraph headings (taking the most commonly used paragraph headings in the document set and applying them to all documents). They are labeled for processing by "$$".
2. Date expressions (here following the United Kingdom usage of day/month/year).
3. Names: XXX for patient names, YYY for doctors' names, and ZZZ for hospital, clinic, or other location names.
4. Paragraph endings ('), use of periods as sentence terminator except in numerical expressions and selected abbreviations, and use of space to delineate words or symbols.
5. Document identification number and name of document.

Documents were processed using the LSP system, with the information-formatted data mapped into a relational database. Retrieval programs written in Structured Query Language (SQL) were applied to the database to retrieve the information required for the checklist. An initial set of 28 asthma discharge letters was used to train the system (i.e., update the LSP English medical dictionary, modify the grammar as needed, and develop the SQL queries). A second set of documents was then used to test system per-
2. TIME SINCE ASTHMA WELL CONTROLLED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SID</th>
<th>ROW</th>
<th>SIGN-SYMPTOMS SUGGESTING ASTHMA</th>
<th>QUANT</th>
<th>TIME WORDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>002B.1.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>OF EXERTIONAL WHEEZY DYSPNŒA</td>
<td>STEADILY INCREASING</td>
<td>A 4 DAY HISTORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002B.1.02</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>OF DETERIORATING WHEEZY BREATHLESSNESS</td>
<td>ACUTELY</td>
<td>A 4 TO 5 HOUR HISTORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>046B.1.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>BREATHLESSNESS</td>
<td>INCREASING</td>
<td>OVER THE FEW DAYS PREVIOUSLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>047B.1.02A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>BREATHLESS</td>
<td>INCREASINGLY</td>
<td>IN THE FEW HOURS PRIOR TO ADMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>056B.1.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>OF DYSPNŒA</td>
<td></td>
<td>A 3 WEEK HISTORY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TEXT:
002B.1.01 This 29 year old girl who is known to be asthmatic for 15 years presented with a 4 day history of steadily increasing exertional wheezy dyspnea with a cough productive of green sputum.
002B.1.02 She was given a reducing dose of prednisolone prescribed by her own doctor; however she presented with a 4 to 5 hour history of acutely deteriorating wheezy breathlessness.
046B.1.01 Your patient was admitted as an emergency complaining of increasing breathlessness over the few days previously.
047B.1.02 She had become increasingly breathless in the few hours prior to admission though she had no problems with cough or sputum production.
056B.1.01 This 40 year old man presented with a 3 week history of dyspnea, cough productive of white sputum and left sided chest pain.

Figure 8 Representative retrievals for asthma checklist items 2 and 3c (time since asthma well controlled, abnormal findings at admission) for four patients, along with the contributing text.
Table 2 — Checklist of Important Details of Asthma Management*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Not Present</th>
<th>Information Present; Retrieved Correctly</th>
<th>Information Present; Retrieved with Some Errors†</th>
<th>Information Present; Missed in Part or Whole‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Documents (Total 28. Training Set)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Number of Documents (Total 31. Test Set)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy before admission</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>(1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since asthma well controlled</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>(0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Pulse</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>(0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Peak flow rate</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>(2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Abnormal findings</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>(6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Chest X-rays</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>(1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Blood gases</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>(3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment given including oxygen</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>(4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Peak flow</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Repeat blood gases, if done</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>(0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrangements at discharge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Prednisolone</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>(1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Long-term therapy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>(0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Review arrangement</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>(0.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Summary of retrieval results for queries corresponding to the checklist of important details of asthma management, applied to a database generated by LSP processing of 59 discharge letters.
†In this column (n₁, n₂): n₁ = minor error, n₂ = major error.
‡In this column (n₁, n₂): n₁ = minor miss, n₂ = major miss.

Performance, after updating the dictionary for text words not yet in the dictionary.

Retrieval Results

This section shows the results of retrievals for the checklist items deemed important in asthma management (Table 1) as translated into SQL queries and applied to the relational database created by the LSP system from the 59 GRI discharge letters. Tables of retrieved information obtained for each query were compared with the text of the original documents by physician reviewers (Drs. Bucknall and Lyman).

Figure 8 shows, for four patients (Patients 2, 46, 47, and 56), the sections of the tables generated by SQL queries for checklist items 2 (time since asthma well controlled) and 3c (abnormal physical findings at admission) along with the original contributing sentences, shown for clarity. Item 2 was interpreted to mean that specific time information was present in the document with regard to at least one of the presenting symptoms (e.g., 056B.1.01). Item 3c was evaluated with respect to the report of the admission physical examination. Since several sentences often were involved, all findings from all sentences were considered. An error was counted as minor if a misplaced word did not destroy the main meaning; a major error could be retrieving as an admission finding one that was not found at admission. A “miss” was considered minor if two-thirds of the findings were retrieved (e.g., in Fig. 8, retrieval 3c for patient 56 returned four abnormal findings out of five; in 056C.1.03 it missed ronchi), and major otherwise.

Table 2 provides the results from the two sets of documents, using the document as the unit of measurement. The columns, reading across, are:

1 and 5: information not present in the document;
2 and 6: information present in the document and retrieved correctly;
3 and 7: information present and retrieved with minor or major error;
4 and 8: information present and retrieved with minor or major portions of the information missing. Thus, for checklist item 1 (therapy before admission), seven of 28 discharge letters in the training set did not contain this information (column 1), nor did eight of 31 in the test set (column 5). The LSP system in conjunction with SQL queries correctly retrieved all such information for this query from 17 of 28 discharge letters in the training set (column 2) and 14 of 31 in the test set (column 6). Columns 3 and 7 show some errors in the reports of information for each set: one minor and no major for query 1 applied to the training set and four minor and one major for query 1 applied to the test set of discharge letters. Some or all of the desired information for this query was missed in three discharge letters of the training set (column 4), of which two were minor misses and one was major; information was missed in four documents of the test set (column 8), of which three were minor misses and one was major. With the simple retrieval queries in this experiment, the system did not retrieve data items that were totally unrelated to the query (false positives).

Only columns 2, 3, 4 for the training set and 6, 7, 8 for the test set are involved in evaluation of the performance of the computer processing (NLP + SQL queries). We defined information precision (I-P) for each query addressed to the set of documents under study:

\[
I-P = \frac{\text{the number of documents for which the desired information was retrieved}}{\text{the total number of documents for which any information was retrieved}}
\]

Similarly, we defined information recall (I-R) for each query addressed to the document set:

\[
I-R = \frac{\text{the number of documents for which the desired information was retrieved}}{\text{the total number of documents that contained such information}}
\]

Table 3 shows information precision (I-P) to be 91.1% for the 13 queries applied to the database of 28 computer-analyzed discharge letters (training set) and 82.1% for the test set of 31 documents. When I-P was calculated using the counts of major errors only, the scores were 95.7% for the training set and 98.6% for the test set. Information recall (I-R) for the 13 queries applied to the database of 28 analyzed discharge letters (training set) was 86.9%; it was 82.5% for the test set of documents. When I-R was calculated using counts of major omissions only, the corresponding scores were 93.9% for the training set and 92.5% for the test set.

## Language-processing Results

Figure 6 provides some performance data for the LSP language processor, not including the retrieval component, from a rerun of the 59 asthma documents (training set plus test set). The success rate of 94.2% sentences ("Made to dB" in the report shown in Fig. 6) is rather higher than one would usually expect. The processing of several sets of French Lettres de Sorties (ca. 7,000 sentences) was performed with a global success rate of about 85%. Performance figures are for complete documents, including paragraphs of discussion and evaluation that rarely contribute to the retrievals in the applications considered to date and are linguistically considerably more complex. Diagnosis and physical examination paragraphs score much higher than the average for all paragraphs. History paragraphs score relatively high except for some initial sentences in which the physician appears to be trying to say it all in just one sentence.

The question is often raised as to the timing of the processes described here in anticipation of possible practical applications. It would be important to know whether a reasonable machine in a reasonable time

## Discussion

The performance of the language processor is discussed separately from the results of the retrievals. The two components are almost in the elephant–flea relation: the language component is the result of a long-term development; the SQL retrievals were written (without specialized database expertise) primarily to test the language-processing system.
could complete the tasks. It is possible to give a number that is probably correct to an order of magnitude for extrapolation purposes. These texts were run on a SUN Sparcstation 1 with 16 mb of memory. This machine has a local swapping disk but the data reside on an NFS mounted server on a very busy-to-moderately busy network. The source program (FORTRAN) has been carefully optimized, but it was not compiled with the optimization option turned on—this option has been known to produce improvements of 10–20%, but can create problems. More importantly, for a considerable part of the running time there were other users on the machine. The parser, the dictionary, and the five processor components were loaded and unloaded many times (66 times for the 59 asthma documents).

Another factor in the timing results is the fact that the grammar procedures are heavily loaded with diagnostics (the source material for the generated report). As would be expected, the speed of processing depends on sentence complexity. The time may be immediate (much less than a second) or in some cases run to minutes. With these caveats we give some timings: 14 seconds/sentence for the 59 asthma documents (1,224 sentences); 19 seconds/sentence for a set of French Lettres de Sorties (1,442 sentences).

A knowledge of the sources of error is important. The most difficult part of the processing is the parsing phase. Of the roughly 10–15% overall failure rate for sentences not reaching the database on the first pass, most failures are in the parsing module. This is partly by design, in the sense that most of the effort to prevent wrong analyses is concentrated in constraints on the parsing process. The constraints include grammatical rules (adapted for the quaint style of clinical reporting) and many semantic checks on the kinds of words that can fill particular syntactic roles in relation to other words in the same structure. The semantic checks depend for their effectiveness on the correctness and consistency of the classification of words into medical classes, i.e., the quality of the dictionary in relation to the requirements of the rules in the parsing component (and secondarily the requirement of the selection component).

A failure in any particular procedure in the four modules that follow the parsing is recorded for the detailed report that is generated for every LSP pro-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checklist Item</th>
<th>Training Set (28 Documents)</th>
<th>Test Set (31 Documents)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information Precision (%)</td>
<td>Information Recall (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Therapy before admission</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>85.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Time since asthma well controlled</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Admission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Pulse</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Peak flow rate</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>88.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Abnormal findings</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Chest X-rays</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Blood gases</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>70.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Treatment given including oxygen</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Discharge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Peak flow</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Repeat blood gases, if done</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Arrangements at discharge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Prednisolone</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Long-term therapy</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>72.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Review arrangement</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>86.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Number of errors/number retrieved = 0/0.
†Number should be retrieved = 1, too small for calculation.
cessing job. Various reporting options that trace the operation of the parsing process are available on demand.

Evaluation and Utility of Retrievals

New evaluation measures will have to be developed for situations involving complex information retrieval, such as the extraction of information from written text. The variables include whether a document containing the information was located (appeared in retrieval results), whether the information was represented correctly in the retrieval results, and whether the retrieved information was complete. Major as opposed to minor departures from total correctness will also have to be dealt with in relation to the goals of the application. As a start, for this study we defined the measures information precision (I-P) and information recall (I-R), as above, adapted from the established definitions of precision and recall used in bibliographic retrieval. Investigators comparing the overlap of the UMLS Metathesaurus with the diagnostic information in the Iliad expert system also had to define new metrics. They distinguished four types of matches and three types of non-matches.\(^{60}\)

In Table 2, columns 1 and 5 provide data describing deficits in the quality of documentation of patient care with respect to stated criteria. If one considers the items not mentioned to be important in asthma management, one can see immediately where emphasis on teaching could be placed, or feedback to the reporting physicians introduced. It should be noted that with regard to checklist Item 5b, "repeat blood gases, if done," the SQL query counted all cases of no second mention of blood gases as the entry for column 1, illustrating how carefully queries must be formulated and how cautiously computer results should be treated as a reflection of physician deficit in documentation. There may well be reasons why suggested procedures are not performed, as the text in several of the GRI documents testified.

We view the NLP techniques when used for quality assurance to be in the nature of a tool for screening clinical documents with respect to quality-of-care criteria, not as an automated evaluator of physician performance. In the real world of audit, knowing which discharge summaries had significant deficits in documentation would allow the human reviewer to be selective with regard to which records need manual review. Other uses of NLP for quality assurance (using another NLP system) are also being investigated.\(^{66}\)

In terms of the potential use of language processing as an aid in the audit task, the language-processing tool demonstrated here has several significant features:

1. All documents are treated consistently with regard to a given criterion.
2. Only significant information is retrieved.
3. Major errors in retrieval results are minimal (average 1.4% for the test set in this experiment).
4. Major omissions in the retrieval results are relatively small in number (average 7.5% for the test set in this experiment).
5. The semantic structuring and relative completeness of retrieved data suggest their potential use as input to further quality-assurance procedures.

NLP, Vocabularies, and Coding

The "end point" of the process described here is a set of rows of a relational database whose fields contain text. As is often the case in development efforts, many choices were influenced by available resources. We have indicated that the database management system used so far (RDBMS) has severe limitations and probably should be replaced with improved products (OODBMS) as they become available. Also, there is no requirement that this type of endpoint be the "end." The history of computer-based systems shows layering as a common feature. There is no barrier to mapping the sort of database described here to one that has a more standardized terminology or even codes.

Given a standard vocabulary, one may hope to use a medical language processor (the one described here or others that are being developed\(^{69,69,70}\)) for automatic encoding of narrative patient documents. This is not an easy task, because automatic encoding implies that there is a commonality to the expressions in the text to be coded and the word strings of the code, which may be difficult to establish. In part this difficulty arises because the text is saying more about the entities in question than that they were mentioned, and in part because the mentions themselves may appear in varied forms. The existence of a faceted vocabulary, as is the case with SNOMED, or semantic typing as in the UMLS Metathesaurus development, provides lexical classifications that can facilitate the matching, but it is important that the categories be applied consistently within the vocabularies and again to the texts via their parsing.

As the experiment in asthma quality assurance reported here illustrates, NLP techniques can be used within a specific application that requires data in part
contained in narrative patient documents. NLP may also be useful in conjunction with established vocabularies to provide a linguistic underpinning to the development of standard representations of clinical data. It is possible that the use of linguistic analysis can help in making vocabularies more internally consistent and provide the basis for user tools to navigate among related expressions. There is work in progress on SNOMED III related to such goals, using conceptual graphs as the formalism and using frames.

Conclusion

This paper describes a system for processing the narrative portions of patient records and mapping the information elements into a database representation. A demonstration of the use of the system for medical quality assurance is presented.

The system has been under development for some years. The methodology is primarily linguistic analysis. The grammar component is relatively elaborate; the semantic component is based on the types of statements found to be characteristic in narrative clinical reports. A strict control on the quality of the language processing is in effect; overall about 85\% of the sentences of input documents reach the database after passing through the quality-control program.

The system is application-independent in the sense that the processor and the major components (grammars, lexicon) are geared to the general features of clinical reporting found in most documents. Nevertheless, a period of adaptation for any particular application will be necessary. The amount of effort required to develop an application that uses the system depends very heavily on the complexity of the information that is desired from the documents and how tolerant (or intolerant) of error these demands are.

It would be misreading our results to predict that the LSP system (or any natural-language processing system) will quickly (or ever) become a simple off-the-shelf all-purpose medical language processing product. Nevertheless, a judicious use in appropriate applications may prove to be a valuable adjunct to existing clinical data collection. Hopefully, a step-by-step incorporation of language processing into the repertoire of data-processing tools will improve the access and utilization of patient data for medical quality assurance, the exploration of clinical hypotheses, and ultimately physician support in the health care process.
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